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Abstract 
This work presents some basic concepts of a technique used for modeling contact-impact 
problems between deformable solids through penalized finite element formulation handling the 
impenetrability condition and conserving momentum. This technique uses the concept of 
discrete particles and provides a way to treat general contact configurations due an automatic 
search for the elements involved in the phenomenon. An efficiency analysis of different 
algorithms used in this search is also presented. The algorithms studied were used in a finite 
element code, developed at PECICOPPE, for explicit transient analysis of the non-linear 
behavior o f axyssimetric solids. 

Introduction 
Contact-lmpact problems are very usual in severa! engineering applications such as vehicle 
crashworthiness simulation in automotive industry, ballistics simulations, nuclear reactor 
safety, stamping and other metal forming processes [I). This work reports the continuing 
efforts at the Civil Engineering Department of COPPEIUFRJ towards the development of 
finite element codes for dealing with this kind o f phenomena. In particular we address some o f 
the key issues and tecbniques we have used for modeling contact-impact between deformable 
bodies through penalty finite element formulations [1,2,3). The basis for the implementation 
was a finite element code for transient dynamics, considering rate-independent elastic-plastic 
behavior, large deformation, finite strains and rotations, fully developed for shared memory 
vectorlmultiprocessors [ 4). 

The semi-discrete finite element approximation of the momentum equations in transient 
dynamics, also including contact-impact conditions can be given by: 

Ma+ F""- Fb - F"-~ = O ( I ) 
where M a are the inertial forces and F"" , ~ , F' and ~ are respectively the interna! forces, 
volume distributed forces , applied externai forces and the contact forces. Contact-Impact 
conditions ( impenetrability o f bodies ) are approximately enforced by penalty tractions applied 
to the boundaries of the bodies, at the contact region. The contact-region in not known a
priori and, as the problem evolves, the contact region between the bodies rnay change 
drarnatically requiring frequent searches and updatings of the contact boundaries. This issue 
poses one of the worst and time consuming tasks for the whole analysis. Therefore, in the 
present work we focus our attention on this point: the search for boundaries in contact. In our 
implementation we have used a simple and smart tecbnique, namely The Pinball Technique 
[2,3 ), explained in the next section. 

The Pinball Algorithm 
The main idea in the pinball algorithm is approximately enforce the contact conditions 
(impenetrability of bodies) on a set of spheres (pinballs) which are embedded in the finite 
elements. With this trick, the determination of whether interpenetration between the bodies 
(elements) has occurred becomes a simple check ofthe distance between two pinballs. In the 
pinball algorithm, the penalty forceis computed at the centers of each interpenatring pinball as, 

F '= pgn (2) 
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where p is the penalty factor, g is the amount ofpenetration, n is the average normal vector for 
the considered pinball pair. Tbe penalty factor p depends on the radius R; and the bulk 

modulus B; of each pinball and on a limiting factor p as follows: 

I 
p = 2P(BI RI+B, R, ) 

( 3) 

Tbe material propenies for each pinball are inherited from the enclosing element. Tbe radius of 
each pinball is evaluated in arder to provide the same volume as the enclosing element. 

Searching of Impacting Elements 
As it can be seen in the previous section, the computation of the amount of interpenetration 
and the penalty force applied between two pinballs can be accomplished without difficulty. 
However, determination of the pairs for which penetration check is required is not so easy. 
When the two bodies undergo large motions, it is impossible to know in advance which 
elements will come into contact. Tbe search and detection method for the contacting pinball 
pairs is criticai for the analysis and can greatly affect the time required for the total simulation. 
In order to locate the contacting pinballs, the most obvious method is to calculate the distance 
between the centers of each slave pinball and every rnaster pinball and determine which ones 
have interpenetrated. This algorithm can be swrunarized as follows: 

I. npair =O 
2. do i= I, nslave 
3. do j = I, runaster 
4. compute lhe distancc between pinballs i and j , and detemúne i f they bave impacted 
5. ifthey have impacted 
6. npair = npair + I 
7. lslave(npair) =i 
8. lmaster{npair) = j 
9. endif 
10. end loopj 
11. end loop i 

Fig. I - The Brute Force Search 
As it is likely that not always ali the master and slave pinballs will participate in the contact, we 
can reduce the list o f pinballs that need to be checked every time. This is accomplished defining 
a rectangular region of the space wbere ali contacts between the bodies are expected. Tbis 
region is subdivide<! in small pans called cells, with sides parallels to the references axis. In the 
cell algorithrn, for each of these cells a list is made with ali the master pinballs whose centers 
are located in the cell. After this, for each slave pinball considered, the cell in which its center 
is located is detemúned and the master pinballs whicb are located in tbat cell and the 8 
surrounding cells are searched to see which, if any, impact the slave pinball. This procedure is 
represente<! in Fig. 2, 

I. do i = I, nslave 
2. loop through this slave cell and surrounding cells (8 in ali) 
3. loop througb lhe master pinballs in this cell 
4. ifmaster and slave impact then 
5. npair = npair + I 
6. lslave(npair) = s lave pinball 
7. lmaster{npair) = mas ter pinball 
8. endif 
9. continue loop ofmasters 
10. continue loop of cells 
11. end loop i 

Fig. 2 - The Standard Cell Algorithm 
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A more efficient means to perform the cell algorithm is given as in Fig. 3. The idea here is 
explore de fact that tbe loop which starts at line 4 is totally vectorizable, while the loop that 
starts at line 8 is not vectorizable. Although this second loop performs a redundant search 
through the mas ter pinballs o f a cell, the main advantage o f this method can be appreciated by 
examining the frequency with which the program will perform this second unvectorized loop. 
Using the optimal cell size, it is highly unlikely that a given slave pinball will impact more than 
four or tive master pinballs in a given time step. Therefore, at most, searches through only four 
or five of the cells will result in an impacting master element being discovered. Then, the 
searches through the remaining cells will prove negative and therefore it is very advantageous 
to conduct this fruitless searches in a vectorized manner. 

I. do i - I, nslave 
2. loop through this slave cell and swrounding cells (8 in ali) 
3. itlag =O 
4. loop through lhe master pinballs in this cell 
S. ifmaster and slave impact theo itlag = I 
6. continue loop o f masters in this cell 
7. ifitlag is notO then 
8. loop through the masters pinballs in this cell 
9. ifmaster and slave impact tben 
10. npair = npair + I 
li. lslave(npair) = slave pinball 
12. lmaster(npair) = master pinball 
13. endif 
14. continue loop o f masters in this cell 
15. endif 
16. continue loop of cells 
17. end loop i 

Fig. 3 - The Optimized Cell Algorithm 

The Paradigm Test 
In order to study the efficiency of the different schemes described herein, a generic paradigm 
was constructed as in Fig. 4. This paradigm resembles that of a projectile (lhe slave domain) 
impacting and penetrating a target (the master domain). Rather than generating actual finite 
element meshes, the coordinates o f the slave and mas ter pinballs were generated randomly to 
lie within the specified domains. This allowed us to easily change the pararneters of the 
problem. 
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Fig. 4 - Paradigm Definition 
Four different situations were tested with the two algorithms of sections 3.2 and 3.3, as show 
the table below 
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Case I Casc2 Case 3 Case 4 
N. ofPinballs 200 slaves SOOslaves 800 slaves 2000 slaves 

400 masrers I 000 masrers 1600 masrers 4000 masrers 

N. ofCells I x I SxS IOx 10 20x20 

The graphics obtained are depicited below in Fig.5. As we can see, lhe graphics confirms lhe 
gain expected when lhe optimal cell size is used (case 4). 
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Fig. 5 - Effect o f Cell Structure on Search Time for Standard and Opúmized Cell Algorithm 

Conclusions 
In this paper we presented some stretagies for reducing lhe CPU resources required to 
contact-pairs detection in contact-impact simulations. The developed techniques are keystones 
for successful large scale simulations of such problem class. The observed results clearly 
illustrate the importance o f these techniques and encourages lhe continuing efforts towards lhe 
implementation o f new code capabilities for tackling large scale real world problems. 
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